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The scattering of slow neutrons in crystals of arbitrary symmetry and with an arbitrary 
number of atoms per unit cell is treated. A rigorous analysis is given of the inverse prob
lem of reconstructing the phonon spectrum (without using any model). A possibility for 
separating coherent and incoherent scattering is pointed out. It is found that to determine 
the frequency distribution of the phonon spectrum one must make measurements of inco
herent scattering on crystals of different isotopic compositions, where the number of such 
different crystals must be no less than the number of different atoms in a unit cell. It is 
shown that it is possible, from measurements of inelastic coherent scattering, to recon
struct (aside from the dispersion law) the polarization vectors for arbitrary values of the 
wave vector in the reciproeal lattice. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE development of experimental methods re
lated to the study of inelastic scattering of slow 
neutrons by macroscopic systems has made prac
tical the study of the dynamics of condensed sys
tems. The question naturally arises as to the 
maximum information that can be obtained from 
such experiments. We should state immediately 
that we are speaking of the rigorous inverse 
problem, where the passage from the results of 
measurements of differential cross sections for 
inelastic scattering of neutrons to information 
about the condensed system does not require the 
use of any specific model for describing the in
teraction between the individual particles of the 
system. 

In the present paper we give a complete analy
sis of the inverse problem for the phonon branch 
of excitations in crystals of arbitrary symmetry 
and with arbitrary structure of the elementary 
cell. We assume that the conditions are such that 
one can, with sufficient accuracy, speak of a sys
tem of independent excitations (for example, tem
peratures are restricted so that the interactions 
between phonons are small, etc.). 

In investigating the phonon branch of excitations, 
one should distinguish the following four types of 
information (each succeeding description contains 
the ones which precede it): 

2. The dispersion law w(f, a) for the phonon 
spectrum for all branches a and all values of f 
in one elementary cell of the reciprocal lattice. 

3. The dispersion law and a particular type of 
bilinear combination of projections of polarization 
vectors Vj(f, a) along the direction of the wave 
vector f. These bilinear combinations appear in 
all problems associated with inelastic scattering 
by phonons when one-phonon processes are pre
dominant. For a wide class of problems (scatter
ing of x rays, electrical conductivity, etc), this 
type of information is complete. 

4. The dispersion law and the value in the gen
eral case of the complex polarization vectors 
Vj ( f, a ) for all values of f and a and for all 
atoms (with index j) in the unit cell.* In this 
case we obviously have a complete description 
of the phonon branch of excitations. 

Thus the problem is to determine the condi
tions under which a measurement of the differen
tial cross section for inelastic scattering of "cold" 
neutrons would rigorously determine one of these 
descriptions of the phonon spectrum of crystals. 

2. GENERAL FORMULAS 

Let us consider an arbitrary crystal. We write 
the general expression for the interaction of a neu
tron with a crystal lattice in the form ( cf. [i J) 

V (r) = ~ !A1/ + B11 (SI<Ii)l fJ (r- R.1). 
1./ 

(1) 

*Unless otherwise stated specifically, we always deal 
with values of the wave vector f restricted to the first cell 

1. The distribution function 1/J( w) of frequencies 
in the phonon spectrum. The function 1/J( w) pro
vides complete knowledge for the thermodynamic 
description of the crystal. of the reciprocal lattice. 
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Here S is the neutron spin, Klj is the spin of the 
j-th nucleus and Alj and Blj are constants which 
are nuclear parameters. The index 1 numbers the 
unit cell and j labels the atoms in a given cell. 

The expression for Rlj can be written as 

Rtj = ft + Pi + Utj. (2) 

where r1 + Pj is the equilibrium position of the 
j-th nucleus in the 1-th unit cell. For the dis
placement Ulj of an arbitrary nucleus, we have 
the expression 

' 1i ) '!. ' Uti=~~ ( 2M1w (f, rt) N [v1 (f, ~X) exp {lfri} a (f, ~X) 

+v;(f, a)exp{-ifr1}a+ (f, a)]. (3) 

where a(f, a) and a+ (f, a) are operators for an
nihilation and creation of a phonon, Mj is the mass 
of the j-th nucleus and N is the number of unit 
cells in the crystal. The complex polarization 
vectors Vj (f, a) are restricted by the conditions 

l]v~ (f, a) v}' (f, a') = b"'a-', 
i, j 

"' i k* L:Pi (f, a) Vf' (f, ex)= 6a,6Jr 

"' (4) 
(where the superscripts denote projections of the 
vector). 

Let us consider the matrix element of (1) cor
responding to the scattering of the neutron with 
transfer to the lattice of momentum K = ko- k' 
and simultaneous excitation of p phonons. We 
use the standard procedure (cf., for example, [t]) 

for this purpose, making use of the explicit form 
of (2) and (3). We average the square of the ma
trix element over the initial state of the crystal, 
assume thermal equilibrium and absence of cor
relations between spins of individual nuclei: 

IMp 12 = 12] Alfe-w112 exp {i'KPJ + i'Krt} 
I, I 

X IJ ('Kv1 {~)) (li (Ti ~k! ~~)t 1/z) )''• exp { =f if~rt} /2 

ll=l I 

1 "" 2 -W· (RI )P ITP I qv/ ([3) 12 -+ 4 .L.i Kt, 1 (Kti + I) Bt, ie 1 N liw ([3) (n (f3) 
l,j ll=l 

+ 1/2 ± 1/z), (5) 

"'V 1 qv1 (f, a.) 12 _ 
W 1 = R1 .L.J liw {f, a) (2n (f, ex) + I). 

'a 

(5') 

We have used the notation: Rj = ll2K2/2Mj for the 
recoil energy of a free nucleus of mass Mj, q 
= K/ K. The upper sign corresponds to emission, 
the lower sign to absorption of the phonon. (A 
summation has been carried out in (5) over the two 
spin projections of the neutron after the scattering. ) 

We average in (5) over the isotopic composition 
for each of the types of atoms in the unit cell. In 

doing this we shall assume that there is a com
plete absence of correlation between the positions 
in the crystal of individual isotopes, including also 
their locations within a unit cell. The result is 

IMp 12 = N 2/ 2] A1 exp {- WJ12} exp {i)tp1} 
j 

IIP ( 1i (n ([3) + lf2 ± lfo)) '/, 12 
X {'KVJ{~)) 2M .w ([3) N ..1 ('K =f f1 =f ... =f fp 

ll=l I 

+2nb)+ N2]Cie-wi (~ r IT ~~~~~t (n(~) 
j 13=1 

+ 1/z± 1M• (6) 

C1 = -i- K1 (K1 + I) B~ + (A1)2 - (AJ2 • (7) 

We now transform from (6) to the differential 
scattering cross section referred to a unit cell: 

iJ2'5 (f>.£, ,_) = "'V £fAc:;P (f>.E, '1-) (8) 
dc.dQ .L.i dc.dQ ' 

p 

d""~P (f>.E, '1-) = m"k' NP-1 vg _1_ s )1 \ d3f 1 . "d3f P 
de. d'J 4n21i4k0 (2n)ap p! ~~ .\ · 

a.t···CJ..p 

Here v0 is the volume of the unit cell; S is a sum
mation over all the different combinations of ab
sorbed and emitted phonons, and ~E = ll2 (k~- k'2 )/ 

2m is the energy transferred to the lattice. 
We shall be interested only in lattices contain

ing relatively heavy nuclei. In this case, for suit
ably low temperatures the contribution to the dif
ferential cross section (8) of the terms with p ~ 2 
is small. Because of this, for ~E ~ 0 the value 
of d2a/dE dQ will be determined mainly by the 
cross section for one-phonon scattering. We shall 
write this cross section explicitly, separating the 
coherent [first term in (£)] and incoherent [sec
ond term in (6)] parts of the scattering: 

lf.2<l~oh (f>.£ • x) lf2c:;L,c (f>.£ • x) 

dedQ + dedQ 

d2q~oh(A£, x) = m•k'x• "'l"'<A·!VM·) -w112 
de dQ 8n2JiSk0 .L.i -'7.J 1 1 e 

a I 

X exp {i'Kp1} qv1 ('K, ~X) 12 

X CJ>-1 ('K, a) [(n (..1E) + I) ~ (..1E - firo ('K, a)) 

+ n (..1E) ~ (..1E +tiro ('K, a))l, 

d'5lnc (f>.E, x) = m•k'x" ~ "'(G-jM) -Wi "'V \ d3f. 
de dQ Bn'li'ko (2n)s ~ I I e .L.i J 

I ~a. 

x I~~ \f;, ~~2 l(il (~E)+ 1) ~ (~E- fiw (f, a)) 

(10) 

(11) 

+ n (~E) ~ (~E + firo (f, a))l. (12) 
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3. SEPARATION OF INCOHERENT AND COHER
ENT SCATTERING 

To solve the general inverse problem, it is very 
important to be able to separate out consistently 
the purely incoherent scattering. At first glance 
it might seem that this is impossible rigorously. 
In fact, if as is usually done in experiments, one 
fixes k0 and considers the scattering cross sec
tion for a given direction as a function of k', then 
letting ~E run from 0 to liwmax (where Wmax 
is the maximum frequency in the phonon spectrum 
of the crystal), we unavoidably measure incoherent 
as well as coherent scattering. This statement is 
rigorously valid for any direction. 

However, the differential cross sections for co
herent and incoherent scattering are functions of 
~E and IC, where, most important, in the general 
case the vector and scalar variables are independ
ent quantities. This being the case, one can fix IC 
and study the cross section as a function of ~E. 

Let us set IC = 2rrb, where b is a reciprocal 
lattice vector. It then follows from (11) that the 
cross section for coherent one-phonon scattering 
will be different from zero only when 

I!..E = ± 1iw (2nb, ex:) = ± 1iw (0, ex:). (13) 

(The last part of the equation is a consequence of 
the periodicity of w(f, a) in the reciprocal lattice 
space.) For the acoustic branches, w( 0, a) = 0. 
Thus in the case of an arbitrary monatomic lattice, 
by measuring d2a1(2rrb, ~E)/dE:dQ for ~E ~ 0, 
we measure the cross section for the purely inco
herent scattering, i.e., (12). Thus for monatomic 
lattices, one can carry out a completely rigorous 
separation. 

If there is more than one atom per unit cell, 
then in addition to the acoustic branches there 
will also be optical branches, for which w( 0, a) 
~ 0. If the minimum value of the frequency in the 
optical branches is greater than wru:ax for the 
acoustic branches, then for ~E =:: wrrfax the scat
tering will be purely incoherent. For the interval 
~E itself, which corresponds to the optical 
branches, there is a superposition of both types 
of scattering. In the general case one can unfor
tunately not claim that wru:ax < w~~. so that a 
superposition can occur even within an interval 
~E corresponding to the acoustic branches. 

However, the coherent scattering correspond
ing to the frequencies w ( 0, a) of the optical 
branches will give rise to narrow sharp peaks, 
especially if one includes the nature of the depend
ence w(IC, a) near IC = 0. Thus, with sufficiently 
good resolution it should be possible to get a clear 

resolution of the coherent scattering at the fre
quencies w ( 0, a) and thus obtain the incoherent 
scattering cross section over the whole range of 
frequencies of the phonon spectrum. 

We note that to get the clearest separation of 
the coherent scattering by the optical frequencies 
w(O, a), one can make measurements simultane
ously for IC ~ 2rrb, but IC II b. If we then divide the 
two results by K 2, we should have identical curves, 
except for the coherent scattering bumps, which in 
general occur at different values of ~E. From a 
comparison of the curves one can also directly 
establish the behavior of the incoherent scattering 
near the optical frequencies w( 0, a). 

In using the method of separation based on fix
ing IC = 2rrb, * the interval ~E of possible changes 
can be chosen to cover the whole phonon spectrum· 
Then in order not to work with small scattering 
angles, it is expedient to work with the minimum 
b when liwmax ~ n212rrbmin l2/2m and to change 
to larger values of the reciprocal lattice vector 
when liwmax » n2 j2rrbmin l2/2m. As one runs 
through the region of small ~E, one can reduce 
the value of b and thus avoid problems of small 
angles while still preserving the separation. 

Measurements at fixed IC introduce significant 
complications into the experiment. Because of 
this we point out two approximate methods for the 
separation, which are much simpler. 

The first method is measurement at small scat
tering angles. Without going into detail about this 
method, we mention only that when observing at 
sufficiently small angles, the coherent scattering 
by acoustic phonons may be "shoved" into the re
gion of sound frequencies. Then for ~E outside 
this range, the scattering will be completely in
coherent if there is a single atom in the unit cell. 
If, however, the crystal has optical branches, one 
must also make auxiliary measurements at large 
angles in order to determine the coherent scatter
ing on optical phonons at frequencies far from 
w( 0, a). A comparison of the cross sections as 
functions of ~E for both cases enables an approxi
mate separation of the purely incoherent scattering. 

The second method is simply the comparison of 
the d2a/dE dQ curves for several fixed directions 
of k'. Since the coherent scattering will in gen
eral occur in different frequency intervals, there 
is a possibility of separating out the incoherent 
scattering for the whole frequency range. This 

*Experimentally this method corresponds to the "constant 
x method" developed by Brockhouse for determining the fre
quencies of different branches, corresponding to a fixed wave 
vector. 
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method is the simplest, but it is also the least ac
curate. It obviously imposes special requirements 
on the resolution. 

4. INCOHERENT SCATTERING 

Let us specifically consider the inverse prob
lem and start with the analysis of the information 
given by the incoherent scattering cross section, 
obtained either from a separation of the cross sec
tion for scattering by a single crystal, described 
in the preceding section (which we shall call case 1) 
or directly, if the incoherent scattering predomi
nates (case 2). In the latter case, as we shall see 
later, one can use results obtained with either 
single crystals or polycrystals. 

Let us turn to expression (12). As already re
marked, in this paper we are considering only lat
tices consisting of relatively heavy nuclei and at 
reasonable temperatures. In this case, Wj « 1 
for all f, and we commit a small error if for each 
group of identical atoms we replace e -Wj by its 
average value. We introduce the notation 

( 2~")• i~> ~ ~ d"f I ~~(;t~~2 !(fi (L'l£) + 1) fl (L'lE- nw (f, a)) 

+ n ( L'lE) 6 (L'l£ + nw (f, a))l = lqkT~k. (14) 

The summation extends over all atoms of type ~. 
If we denote the factor in front of the summation 
sign in (12) by {3, then (12) can be rewritten as 

1 d'::;lnc (!:J.E, "-) - ; k "V C~ , ik T dedQ -qq f~exp{-WdTdf'l£). (15) 

In the same approximation in which we neglect 
two-phonon processes, we can replace exp {- W ~} 
by its value from any simple model. It then fol
lows from (15) that the determination of qiqkT~k 
for all ~ requires the knowledge of the cross sec
tion for samples with different sets of C ~, and that 
the number of such sets must be the same as the 
number of different sorts of atoms in the unit cell. 
Obviously a change in C ~ can be accomplished by 
an appropriate change of isotopic composition. 

It is not difficult to show that the second-rank 
tensor 

Tik (L'lE) = ~ T~k (L'l£) (16) 
~ 

will have symmetry properties which are com
pletely determined by the symmetry of the crystal. 
If for simplicity we exclude from consideration 
crystals of the monoclinic and triclinic systems, 
then by reducing the tensor (16) to the principal 
axes we will know both the number of independent 
components as well as the actual directions of all 
the principal axes. Then, in case 1 by measuring 

the scattering cross section for three values tc 
= 21rb, which are not coplanar (for all isotopic 
compositions), one can find the eigenvalues of the 
tensor Tik and thus the trace, Sp ( T). 

From (16) and (14) it follows that Sp ( T) con
tains ~ lvj(f, a) 12• But according to (4) this 

J 
quantity is equal to unity for all f and a. Con-
sequently we find 

Sp (T (L'l£)) = {- g1jl (~E) [n (L'l£) + 1/2 ± 1/2J, (17) 

where g is the number of atoms in the unit cell, 
and 1/J( w) is the distribution function for the fre
quencies in the phonon spectrum, normalized to 
unity. 

Thus the determination of Sp ( T (~E)) auto
matically gives a determination of the frequency 
distribution function for the phonon spectrum of 
an arbitrary crystal. 

For uniaxial crystals the number of independ
ent wave vectors tc = 21rb can be reduced to two, 
while in the case of cubic symmetry one value of 
the wave vector is sufficient. 

In case 2 the problem simplifies considerably. 
In fact, by measuring the differential cross sec
tion (15), at each isotopic composition, with the 
direction of k' fixed (but its magnitude varying) 
for three positions of the single crystal differing 
by cyclic permutations of the coordinates, one 
finds immediately ( cf., [3]) 

'i.Tfk (L'lE) qiqk = Sp (T~ (L'l£)) (18) 

(where the summation is over the three measure
ments). Equation (18) is valid for any crystal sym
metry, including the monoclinic and triclinic sys
tems. Summing (18) over ~. we get Sp (T ), and 
thus also 1/J(~E/11 ). 

If the sample is polycrystalline, then (neglect
ing the anisotropy of W ~ ) the averaging in (18) 
occurs automatically. Thus to determine the fre
quency distribution function in case 2 it is suffi
cient to take polycrystalline samples which have 
different isotopic compositions and measure 
d2a/dc; ds:"l as a function of ~E for just a single 
direction of scattering. 

If there are identical atoms in the unit cell, a 
single isotopic composition is sufficient for deter
mining 1/J( w ). For case 2 the corresponding prob
lem was treated earlier. [3] The special case of 
a cubic crystal with one atom in the unit cell was 
investigated in detail in the well-known paper of 
Placzek and Van Hove, [4] where they actually es
tablished for the first time the connection between 
the incoherent scattering cross section and the 
function lf! ( w ) . 
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We note that for fixed q, it follows from (14) 
and (5') that 

qiqk \ T~k (~E) d~E =; ~ W1 (q). 
• ~ /1~) 

Since, for Wj « 1, 

exp{- W1}~exp{- W1}, 

equation (19) provides the possibility of taking 
account of the different Debye-Waller factors 
more correctly in the next approximation. 

(19) 

In concluding this section, we should especially 
emphasize that the use of several isotopic compo
sitions in the case of a unit cell with several types 
of atoms is important in principle. It is impossible, 
by playing with angles and using the dependence of 
the cross section on IC, to make up for the insuffi
ciency of information caused by the presence of 
incoherent scattering, when one uses only one iso
topic composition. This is related to the fact that 
the square modulus of the polarization vector for 
each atom in the unit cell depends essentially on 
f and a, and as we see from (4) such a dependence 
disappears only for the sum ~ I Vj 12• The question 

of the relation between the pofarization vectors 
cannot be solved in any way without introducing 
some definite model. Thus in particular, from 
measurements of the incoherent scattering for a 
crystal with a complex unit cell at a single iso
topic composition one cannot in general draw any 
unique conclusions concerning the frequency dis
tribution function. 

In order to make this assertion particularly 
clear, let us consider a primitive cubic lattice with 
two atoms in the unit cell, and include nearest
neighbor interactions of both central and non
central type. Such a simplified type of lattice 
was described in detail in [5]. 

Suppose that the incoherent scattering from 
one of the atoms in the unit cell is small com
pared to that from the other (we denote the latter 
by 1 ). Then we have [ cf. Eq. (15)]: 

Mt ew, d•::~lnc = ~ ~~ \' d3f I qvl (f, <X) 12 nll (~E + nw (f oc)) 
f3C 1 de dQ (2n)3 L.J J liw (f, ex) ' 

- ~00 
(where, for simplicity, we have taken the case of 
D.E < 0 ). For such a crystal, the three acoustic 
branches and the three optical branches coincide, 
and the polarization vectors are along the cubic 
axes. As a result the right side of (20) simplifies 
and reduces to 

~ "'i;1 \' d3f I Vt (f, ex') 12 nll (~£ + n w(f oc')) (21) 
(2n)3 L.J J liw (f, ex') ' 

ct'=1.2 

1.5 

1.0 

. tfl~ 
rp. dtdQ 

A_ and A+ are frequency distribution functions for the 
acoustic and optical branches, respectively. B_ and B+ are 
the differential scattering cross sections corresponding to 
the acoustic and optical branches (the right side of (23) ). 

where a' = 1 corresponds to the acoustic, and 
a' = 2 to the optical branches. 

One can show (cf. [6]) that on this model I v1 12 

for each branch depends only on w2 and is equal to 

(w2;w;) (1 +e) -1 

I v1 J
2 = 2 (w2;w;)(1+E)- (1 +e) ' 

(22) 

where E = M2/M1, w~ = 2(y1 + 2y2)(1/M1 + 1/M2 ) 

(where y 1 and y 2 are the force constants for the 
central and noncentral interactions, respectively). 

Going over to the frequency distribution func
tion 1/J a' ( w) for the separate branches, we find 
from (21) and (22), 

1iM1 d2".lnc ( !:::.£) ((!:::.£)2/li"w;) (1 +E)- 1 
CJfeW, dedQ = ~ 'IJla' -t- 2((!:::.£)2jJi2w2)(1+e)-(1+e). 

Here 

a.'=l.2 3 

'ljl1 (w) =I= 0 for 0 < w < Wt, 

'ljl2 (w) =I= 0 for W2 < w < W3, 

where w1, 2 = ../ 2(Yt + 2y2 )/Mt,2 . 

(23) 

The computation of 1/Ja' ( w) for different values 
of E and ; = y2 /y1 can be done in the same way 
as in [5, 6]. 

The figure shows curves of 1/Ja' ( w) for both 
branches for different values of E (; = 1 ), and 
also the right hand side of (23). One sees that 
for E < 0.5 the incoherent scattering cross sec
tion already hardly affects the optical branch, 
while for E > 2 it has no effect on the acoustic 
branch. 

5. COHERENT SCATTERING 

1. Let us now consider the question of the in
formation which can be gotten if one knows the 
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differential cross section for coherent scattering. 
From the general expression (11) it follows that 
for an arbitrary crystal the coherent scattering 
peaks correspond to values of b.E and IC for which 
the relation 

!J.E = !iw (-x., IX} 

holds. Since in general b.E and IC are freely vari
able, it is easy to see that in principle one can 
from the coherent scattering reconstruct the dis
persion law for all of phase space and for all 
branches of the phonon spectrum. Thus the sec
ond type of information (see the introduction) 
can be obtained for an entirely arbitrary single 
crystal. 

2. It can be shown in general that the matrix 
element for the coherent scattering on phonons 
of any particles describable by plane waves is 
given by an expression identical with (5) and with 
Alj dependent on IC. If single-phonon processes 
predominate in the inelastic coherent scattering, 
we find for the corresponding cross section an 
expression of the type of (11) with Aj ( IC). Conse
quently, for describing such a scattering process 
one must know bilinear combinations of the form 

* Dj(IC,a)Dj'(IC,a), where 

D1 ('X., a)= (MJ)-'1' exp {- W;/2} exp {i'X.p;} qv1 (-x., a). 

(24) 
Suppose that cross section measurements of 

coherent neutron scattering are made each time 
for fixed IC as a function of b.E. Then the cross 
section peaks will occur at b.E = tiw ( IC, a) for all 
branches of the spectrum. If we determine the 
area under each peak and divide it by n(tiw ( IC, a))/ 
w(IC, a) (where we assume, to be specific, that 
b.E < 0 ), then to within a constant factor the cor
responding quantity will be 

~ A1ArD1 (-x., a) D;. {-x., a). (25) 
/, i' 

We sum this expression over all a. Then, remem
bering the second relation in (4), we find 

~.~ Aj}qDJ {x, a) v;. {x, a) =~A' Mj1e-Wi. (26) 
a j, i' • 

Thus the normalization (26) holds for the coher
ent scattering peaks corresponding to a fixed /C. 

Again assuming Wj ( IC) « 1, we can once more 
compute Wj on the basis of any simple model, 
and consequently regard the right hand side of (26) 
as a known quantity. Then one must consider the 
question of the absolute value of the cross section. 

Let us consider some individual cases. 
a) There is one atom in the unit cell. In this 

case the relative values of the cross sections for 
the three branches immediately determine Dj ( K, a ) • 

b) There are several identical atoms in the unit 
cell. From measurements of each branch, one de
termines the quantity 

But this is precisely the quantity which appears 
in the cross section for the one-phonon coherent 
scattering in the general case. 

c) There are s types of atoms in the unit cell. 
The relative value of the cross section for each 
branch can be written in this case in the form 
[ cf. (25)] 

where 

~ F~~·A<;A~·' 
~.~· 

1 ... -, "" • . • 
F~~· = 2' 2i LJ (D1Dr + D1Dr)· 

/(~) /'(~') 

(27) 

To determine the tensor F H,, it is sufficient 
to make measurements at fixed IC on s( s + 1 )/2 
samples of different isotopic compositions. For 
example, in the case of two types of atoms we need 
to have three isotopic compositions. For larger 
numbers of types, the value s(s +1)/2 may in gen
eral be lowered, especially when each atom in the 
lattice is a center of symmetry, so that Vj is a 
real vector. We shall not consider this question 
in detail. 

Thus, by having several isotopic compositions 
one can determine the tensor F~~t(IC, a) in (27) 
for all values of IC and a, which together with the 
dispersion law completely solves the problem of 
obtaining information of the third type. 

We note that for a whole ¥ariety of problems, 
in addition to values of IC = f lying in the first 
cell of the reciprocal lattice, one needs to know 
values of IC in the neighboring zone (IC = f + 21rb ). 
This complicates the problem but gives rise to 
no difficulties in principle. 

3. Let us now turn to the analysis of the fourth 
type of information, i.e., the question of the possi
bility of determining polarization vectors for indi
vidual phonons. We shall discuss in detail the case 
of a monatomic lattice. 

Suppose that one knows the peaks in the coherent 
scattering cross section corresponding, for fixed IC, 
to the three frequencies w(IC, a) for the three 
branches of the spectrum. It is not difficult to 
show that in this case the normalization condition 
(26) reduces to the simple relation 

~ jqv(f, aW =I. (28) 
a 

Thus from experiments one can directly deter-
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mine the value of (q • v(K, a ))2 for each branch 
without making use of absolute cross section 
measurements. 

Since (v(K, a ))2 = 1, the measurements actually 
determine a cone on whose surface the unit polari
zation vector lies. Let us now consider the vector 
K1, which differs from K by a vector of the recip
rocal lattice: K1 = K + 27Tb1• Then the coherent 
scattering gives rise to the same three phonons, 
since 

w (-x. + 2nb1, a) = w (-x., a), v (-x. + 2nb1 , a) = v (-x., a), 

but with different values of the projections of the 
polarization vectors (q1 • V(K, a ))2• We then get 
a new conical surface for each unit vector; its in
tersection with the surface of the cone around q 
determines the direction of the polarization vector 
(more precisely the line along which the polari
zation vector is directed). However the use of 
two directions q and q1 leaves an ambiguity in 
the solution-one cannot distinguish the two sys
tems of polarization vectors which transform into 
one another under reflection in the plane formed 
by the vectors q and q1• This ambiguity is re
moved if one makes a third measurement for fixed 
K2 = K + 27Tb2 not lying in this plane. 

To determine the polarization vectors in the 
case of a monatomic lattice it is thus necessary 
and sufficient to make measurements each time 
of the coherent scattering cross section for three 
noncoplanar values of K, which differ from one 
another by reciprocal lattice vectors. 

Now let us consider briefly crystals with an 
arbitrary lattice. It there are s atoms in the 
unit cell, to solve the general problem one must 
determine s polarization vectors (for each K 
and a), which are complex, in general. These 
vectors are subject to the single condition 

~I Vj('X., ~)\2 = 1. 
j 

Consequently, in the general case one must deter
mine 6s -1 independent quantities. If each atom 
in the lattice is a center of symmetry, the num
ber of independent quantities reduces to 3s -1. 

By measuring the coherent scattering cross 
section for a fixed value of K, we determine the 
value of (25) for each branch. If the coefficient 
of ( q • v j ) in (24) were independent of K, one could 
not determine Vj if there were identical atoms in 
the unit cell, while for different atoms one would 

have to use a set of single crystals with different 
isotopic compositions. However the presence of 
the factor exp { iK • p j} simplifies the problem 
somewhat. 

Let us consider a lattice with two different 
atoms in the unit cell, these atoms also being 
centers of symmetry. Then for each normal mode 
one must find two real polarization vectors. Let 
us take two isotopic compositions and, for each 
single crystal, make measurements for three non
coplanar values Ki = K + 27Tbi. We then get six 
equations for determining the five independent 
quantities. We note that one can also try to get 
the six equations for v1 and v2 for a single iso
topic composition, taking into account the factor 
exp { iK • Pj} and using measurements for six 
values of Ki = K + 27Tbi. 

For s > 2, the problem of reconstructing the 
polarization vectors becomes very difficult in 
practice, because of the unavoidable accumulation 
of errors in using a large number of equations 
based on experimental data. Some special diffi
culties also occur in the case of s = 2 if one of 
the atoms is not a center of inversion. In this 
case to determine the complex polarization vee
tors requires the determination of eleven(!) in
dependent quantities. 

Thus one can, in principle, state the conditions 
of an experiment which will enable one to deter
mine the polarization vectors and the dispersion 
law for an arbitrary crystal. However it seems 
that such a problem can be solved practically 
only for monatomic lattices or for diatomic lat
tices for which each site is a center of inversion. 
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